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A Multitude of Existing Clusters
The quest for Interoperability within Ocean Sciences

The quest for Interoperability within Ocean Sciences

Interoperable Data Management and Instrument Control

Evaluation of Standards in OBSEA

Instrument Interface Standards for Interoperable Ocean Sensor Networks

OBSERVATORY SYSTEMS INDUSTRY CLUSTER

PESOS (Providers for Equipment and Services for Observatory Systems)

viso (Virtual Institute of Scientific Users of Deep Sea Observatories)
Virtual Cluster of EMSO Stakeholders

- EMSO Workshops
- B2B Meetings
- Innovation Workshops
- Promotion in the Exhibition Hall
Engaging with existing Clusters
The EMSO-Link project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreements N° 731036.

“Do what you can, with what you've got, where you are” - Theodore Roosevelt

Thank you for your attention.